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Since the social and political revolutions o f t h e eighteenth century, the trend
in western political thought has been to refuse to take for granted inequalities between persons o r groups. Differential and unequal treatment has continued, of course, b u t it has been considered incumbent o n ~nodet-nsoclet~cs
to produce a rational explanation for such treatment. In recent decades, h ~ s torians and other scholars in the humanities have studied intensely and
often challenged the ostensibly rational explanations for inequalities based
on identity-in particular, gender, race, and ethnicity. Disability, however,
one of the most prevalent justifications for inequality, has rarely been the
subject of historical inquiry.
Disability has functioned historically to justify inequality for disabled people themselves, but it has also done s o for women and minority groups. That
is, not only has it been considered justifiable to treat disabled people unequally,
but the concept of disability has been used to justify discrimination against
other groups by attributing disability to them. Disability was a significant fartor in the three great citizenship debates of the nineteenth and early t w e n r ~ r t h
centuries: women's suffrage, African American freedom and civil rights, and
the restriction of immigration. When categories of citizenship wel-e quesCloned, challenged, and disrupted, disability was called on to clarify and define
who deserved, and who was deservedly excluded from, citizenship. Opponents
ofpolitical and social equality for women cited their supposed physical, intellectual, and psychological flaws, deficits, and deviations from the male nornl.
These flaws-irrationality, excessive emotionality, physical weakness-are In
essence mental, emotional, and physical disabilities, although they are rarcly

discussed o r examined as such. A r g u m e n t s For racial inequality and immigration restrictions invoked supposed tendencies to feeble-mindedness, mental
illness, deafness, blindness, a n d other disabilities in particular races a n d ethnic
groups. Furthermore, disability figured prominently not just in argumentsfir
the inequality ofwomen a n d minorities b u t also in arguments against those inequalities. Such arguments took the form of vigorous denials that the groups
in question actually had these disabilities; they were not disabled, the argument went, a n d therefore were not proper subjects for discrimination. Rarely
have oppressed groups denied that disability is an adequate justification for social a n d political inequality. Thus, while disabled people can be considered one
of the minority groups historically assigned inferior status and subjected to
discrimination, disability has functioned for all such groups as a sign of and
justification for inferiority.
It is this use of disability as a marker of hierarchical relations that historians
of disability must demonstrate in order to bring disability into the mainstream
of historical study. Over a decade ago, Joan Scott made a similar argument
about the difficulty of persuading historians to take gender seriously. Scott
noted that despite a substantial number of works o n women's history, the
topic remained marginal in the discipline as a whole. A typical response to
women's history was "Women had a history separate from men's, therefore let
feminists d o women's history, which need not concern us," or "My understanding of the French Revolution is not changed by knowing that women participated in it." Scott argued that research on the role ofwomen in history was
necessary b u t not sufficient to change the paradigms of the profession. To
change the way in which most historians went about their work, feminists h a d
to demonstrate not just that women participated in the making of history but
that gender is "a constitutive element of social relationships" and "a primary
way of signifying relationships of power."'
To demonstrate the ubiquity of gender in social thought, Scott focused
o n political history, a field in which historians were especially a p t to argue
that gender was unimportant, a n d where most historians today would imagine disability to be equally so. She chose as an example Edmund Burke's attack o n the French Revolution, noting that it was "built around a contrast
between ugly, murderous sans-culottes hags ('the furies of hell, in the abused
shape of the vilest of women') a n d the soft femininity of Marie-Antoinette."
T h e contrast Scott highlights calls on n o t only gender b u t also notions of
beauty, disfigurement, a n d misshapen bodies that would be amenable to a n
analysis informed by disability. Even more striking, however, is that in addi-
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tion to the rhetoric of gender, Burke's argument rested just as fundamentally on a rhetorical contrast between the natural constltucion of the body
politic a n d the monstrous deformity that the revolution had brought forth.
Burke repeatedly referred to "public measures . . . deformed Into nlonsters,"
"monstrous democratic assemblies," "this monster o f a constitution," "unnatural a n d monstrous activity," a n d the llke (as well as evoking "blind prejudice," actions taken "blindly," "blind followers." a n d " b l ~ n dobed~ence"and
alluding to the madness, imbecility, a n d idlocy o f the revolutionary leaders).
This rhetoric of monstrosity was by no means peculiar to the conservative
cause. T o m Paine, in his response to Burke, also found the monster
metaphor an apt a n d useful one b u t turned it around: "Exterminate the
monster aristocracy," he wrote.2
The metaphor of the natural versus the monstrous was a fundamental
way of constructing social reality in Burke's time. By the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, however, the concept o f the natural was to a gl-ea~
extent displaced o r subsumed by the concept of normality.' Since then, normality has been deployed in all aspects of modern life as a means of measuring, categorizing, and managing populations ( a n d resisting such management). Normality is a complex concept, with a n etiology that includes tht,
rise of the social sciences, the science of statistics, a n d industi-ializat~onw ~ t h
its need for interchangeable parts a n d interchangeable workers. It has been
used in a remarkable range of contexts a n d wich a bew~lderingvariety of cnnnotations. The natural a n d the normal both are ways ofestablishlng the unlversal, unquestionable good and right. Both are also ways of establishing social hierarchies that justify the denial of legitimacy a n d certain rights to Individuals or groups. Both are constituted in large part by being set In
opposition to culturally variable notions of disability-just as the natural
was meaningful in relation to the monstrous a n d the deformed, so are the
cultural meanings of the normal produced in tandem wich d i ~ a b i l i t y . ~
The concept of normality in its modern sense arose in the m i d - n ~ n e teenth century in the context of a pervasive belief in progress. I t became a
culturally powerful idea with the advent of evolutionary theory. T h e Ideal of
the natural had been a static concept for what was seen as an essent~allyLlnchanging world, dominant at a time when "the book of nature" was repl-rsented as the guidebook of God. The natural was good and right becaclsc ~r
conformed to the intent or design of Nature o r the Creator of nature. No1 mality, in contrast, was an empirical and dynamic concept for a c h a n g ~ n g
and progressing world, the premise of which was that one could discern in
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